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With more than 10 million books sold, the My Weird School series really gets kids reading!The
ability to put thoughts into writing is an essential skill vital to success in school—from elementary
school through college. Bestselling author Dan Gutman helps kids master this important skill
with his fun, informative writing guide, My Weird Writing Tips. Dan offers tricks for spelling hard
words, understanding the difference between similar words like “its” and “it’s,” and conquering
grammar stumbling blocks like commas and apostrophes. He also teaches readers how to write
an engaging story, in line with the grades 2–5 Common Core goals for writing a narrative. With
illustrated appearances from A.J. and Andrea, stars of his bestselling My Weird School series,
and with his trademark wacky sense of humor, Dan makes learning the writing and storytelling
basics so fun kids will forget they’re learning.

From School Library JournalGr 3-6–With the help of his characters Arlo, Emily, and Andrea,
Gutman makes grammar entertaining. However, his introduction is immediately off-putting as he
states that anyone who regularly uses bad grammar sounds like a “dumbhead.” In a school
environment where students juggle two or more languages, along with the other aches and
pains of growing up, calling someone a “dumbhead” for not using proper grammar is
unacceptable. Gutman fills the book with helpful information, including how to start writing a
short story, how to organize research for nonfiction writing, and how to master confusing words
like “their, they're, there.” The book is readable, with kid-friendly language and valid suggestions
and tricks. Perhaps teachers could use excerpts, rather than handing students the book itself.–
Sarah Knutson, American Canyon Middle School, CAα(c) Copyright 2013. Library Journals LLC,
a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.Review“With pitch-
perfect humor and forthright, no-nonsense encouragement, it’s an ideal writing and grammar
guide for kids who typically wouldn’t touch one with a 10-foot poll. Er, pole.” — Publishers
WeeklyFrom the Back CoverDo you know . . .when to use "its" and when to use "it's"?the
difference between commas and apostrophes?how to come up with your own mind-blowing
story ideas?why there's no ham in hamburgers?how to write sentences that aren't boring?
spelling tricks for difficult words?Whether you're a kid who thinks writing is hard or an aspiring
author, this funny, informative book by bestselling author Dan Gutman is the writing guide for you!
About the AuthorDan Gutman is the New York Times bestselling author of the Genius Files
series; the Baseball Card Adventure series, which has sold more than 1.5 million copies around
the world; and the My Weird School series, which has sold more than 30 million copies. Thanks
to his many fans who voted in their classrooms, Dan has received nineteen state book awards
and ninety-two state book award nominations. He lives in New York City with his wife. You can
visit him online at www.dangutman.com.Jim Paillot lives in Arizona (another weird place) with his



weird wife and two weird children. Isn’t that weird? You can visit him on his weird website at
www.jimpaillot.comRead more
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My Weird School Fast Facts: Explorers, Presidents, and Toilets My Weird School Daze 12-Book
Box Set: Books 1-12



Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. It's funny and gives just enough information to it's readers to
motivate them and for them to continue reading. Enjoyed it immensely even though I am an adult
and I am already writing books for children :)”

Ebook Library Reader, “SFAC FA. Why did you not talk about MISSISSIPPI? That would make a
lot of sense to talk about because it is spelled very weird.”

S. Nailor, “Encourages Kids to Write. This is a great little book that encourages kids (approx.
ages 7-10) to be creative with writing. Gutman offers practical advice about story telling in a very
down-to-earth way that is excellent for young people without talking down to them. He is explains
his own process for finding ideas and drafting his books. My daughter loves it and has been
inspired to write creatively since receiving this book.”

ih, “Awesome book. My 2nd grader reads and re-reads My Weird School books over and over.
The whole series. I highly recommend them...and must say that even I find them entertaining.”

grateful number, “Writing Tips. The books by Dan Gutman are really good the My Weird School
Days etc. my granddaughter has them all and looks forward to the new ones coming out she
enjoys reading them she is in the 3rd gr and has read them since the first gr.”

Ellen Pals, “I purchase it for my grandchildren.. I will know more as my grandchildren use this
book.  I think they will enjoy using it throughout the school year.”

Homie, “You are the best. I used this to have you teach my .... Thanks Dan Gutman. You are the
best. I used this to have you teach my class what I was not getting across. Apparently, you telling
them they sound like a dumbhead when they write poorly is humorous.”

David Mullinax, “Four Stars. Great book but not like the others in series.”

Gra & Co, “Great book!. I think this is a really good book because it gives a lot of great tips on
writing. Read it!”

Danielle Young, “Highly Recommend. Fantastic book to help students with grammar it keeps
them giggling and interested! Easy Read will be purchasing a few more fir classroom reference
resource.”

Cyndi, “Five Stars. Great book... my son loves this author!”



JC, “Five Stars. Great book!”

The book by Dan Gutman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 149 people have provided feedback.
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